Features
Sliding gates

gates

sliding

WHAT DEFINES THEM?

Sliding gates available in the following classes:
REI 30

REI 60
REI 30

REI120 and REI180 fire rated gates are available with horizontal sliding.
The field of application includes the closure of large openings and/or special usage conditions in the dimensions requested by the customer. Gates are supplied with leaves
made with flush panels of insulated sheet metal, top tubular tracks, protective carters, counterweights, thermal
or electromagnetic fuses and finished with a base coat or
RAL colors, plus other accessories required for the correct
functioning of the product.

REI 180

REI 180

REI 90
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Standards
The gates are certified in accordance with UNI 9723 standard in compliance with the current ministerial provisions
in force.

Opening direction
The opening direction needs to be specified when the order is placed.
Left opening direction - one-leaved

Right opening direction - one-leaved gate

Two-leaved gates

left leaf

right leaf

Two-leaved gates available in the following classes:
REI 60

REI 90

NOTE
Fire rated gates require careful design because of their dimensions and special functions. Every installation site should be measured and checked for
vertical alignment of the walls and gradients of the flooring. Particular care
must be taken to check for protrusions or blockages that might hinder the

ATTENTION
Fire compartmentalization elements should always be used properly. They are only
designed for installation in spaces and constructions that are vertically aligned and
flush.
Interior compartmentalization is possible for areas only which are not subject to
strong air currents. Installation to be executed by specialized technicians only. For
special applications consult with our technical office.
The holding system for the gate is chosen by the customer to conform with their own
worksite needs and the anti-fire design (thermal fuse or electromagnet).

operation or free movement of the gates. Given the considerable weight of
gates, the bearing capacity of the walls and crossbeams involved should be
checked for the mounting of top guide tracks and overlapping labyrinths.

